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Strongly mixed resonances in the photofragmentation of HeBr 2
near Br 2(B ) dissociation: Stabilization and close-coupling studies

Tomás González-Lezana, Marta I. Hernández, Gerardo Delgado-Barrio,
and Pablo Villarreal
Instituto de Matema´ticas y Fı́sica Fundamental (C.S.I.C.), Serrano 123, E-28006-Madrid, Spain

~Received 16 September 1996; accepted 8 November 1996!

The photofragmentation of the He79Br2 van der Waals complex is studied for the transition from the
ground to the excited electronic stateB and where the Br2 subunit is also excited to the
neighborhood of thev0545 vibrational state. At this vibrational level the bromine molecule is close
to its dissociation limit and theDv521 channel is closed for dissociation of the complex. In a
previous work it was suggested that energy in the HeBr2(B, v0545) quasibound state may be
internally redistributed~exciting van der Waals modes at the expense of the bromine excitation!
prior to dissociation. Such mechanisms are more deeply studied in this work by means of the
stabilization method, which works with square-integrable wave functions and is an appropriate
approach to perform quasibound state analysis. Stabilization total cross sections compare fairly well
with close-coupling ones, where the proper asymptotic behaviour of the continuum wave functions
is taken into account. By inspection of the quasibound state wave functions, it is seen that energy
is redistributed to several excited states belonging to thev021 manifold. In addition, it is shown
that such excited states also carry oscillator strength in the transition from the ground electronic state
and thus interference effects in the excitation process are significant. HeBr2 near the halogen
dissociation limit is found to be a rather strongly coupled system where the quasibound states
involved can only approximately be assigned to quantum numbers corresponding to interhalogen
and van der Waals vibrational excitations. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!00407-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the authors have performed three-dimensio
quantum mechanical calculations to study the photofragm
tation of the HeBr2 van der Waals~vdW! molecule.1 The
leading process occurring in this complex is vibrational p
dissociation~VP!: a photon promotes the molecular syste
from the ground (X) to an electronically excited (B) state,
also depositing energy into the halogen vibrational moti
After several halogen vibrational periods, energy is tra
ferred to vdW modes and the complex eventually fragm
tates. A wide range of initial Br2 vibrational excitations
(v058246) was investigated, using simple additive pa
wise Morse potentials for both electronic states. For exc
tions to vibrational levelsv058 to v0538, calculated life-
times, spectral shifts, average geometries and pro
average energies compare quite well with the experime
measurements.2–5 For higher vibrational excitations, wher
the Br2(B) diatom is close to dissociation, cross section p
files show complicated structures and, besides, spectral s
and lifetimes exhibit a ‘‘zig–zag’’ dependence onv, sug-
gesting that several quasibound states are strongly inte
ing. Although agreement with experiments is somew
poorer in this range of vibrational excitations, calculations
successfully reproduce the closing of theDv521 channel
at v0544 ~the vdW binding energy is larger than th
Dv521 bromine level spacing!. At v0545, wherein disso-
ciation can only occur by the loss of two or more vibration
quanta, two resonance peaks of about the same inte
3216 J. Chem. Phys. 106 (8), 22 February 1997 0021-9606/9
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were obtained in the simulated cross sections and, bes
rotational distributions at the maximum of both peaks we
found to be fairly similar.

Similar effects have been reported for related rare-
halogen vdW complexes in theDv522 regime~where the
Dv521 channel is closed!. In that situation, a direct mecha
nism ~direct coupling of the initial level to the dissociativ
continuum! may compete with intramolecular vibrationa
energy redistribution~IVR! where energy flows from the
halogen vibration to vdW excited modes of thev021 mani-
fold prior to fragmentation. In NeI2, for instance, an erratic
dependence of resonance widths withv0 was attributed to a
configuration interaction effect of a few zero-order qua
bound levels.6 In addition, theDv522 regime of ArCl2 has
been widely studied both experimentally11 and
theoretically.12–15 Janda and co-workers11 measured produc
rotational distributions, finding that they are highly stru
tured and very sensitive to the initial Cl2 vibrational excita-
tion. IVR mechanisms were proposed to explain the exp
mental findings and, in this way, the ArCl2 cluster was
proposed as an ideal system to investigate IVR phenom
since very detailed experimental and theoretical studies
be performed for such a relatively simple and small m
ecule. To explain the experimental findings, Halberst
et al.12 invoked a sparse IVR model where the quasibou
states involved can be written as

C15aCv0 ,n50
0 1bCv021,n@0

0 ,

C252bCv0 ,n50
0 1aCv021,n@0

0 , ~1.1!

with n labelling the excitation of the vdW modes. The ma
7/106(8)/3216/11/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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 This a
assumptions within this model were: a! TheX→B transition
intensity is completely due to theCv0 ,n50

0 zero-order state

the ‘‘bright’’ state, and b! only the dark stateCv021,n..0
0

couples directly to the dissociation continuum. As a con
quence, two peaks would appear in the excitation spe
~where the intensities of the transitions toC1 andC2 are
proportional toa2 and b2, respectively!. In addition, frag-
mentation ofC1 or C2 leads to the same product state d
tribution since it is dominated by the doorway sta
Cv021,n..0

0 . More detailed theoretical works have subs

quently appeared where the previous picture has been
fined, using both time-independent13,14and time-dependent15

approaches. On the other hand, theDv523 regime of
ArI2 has been a subject of experimental

7,8 and theoretical9,10

work, where it has been found that IVR mediates the fr
mentation process.

In view of the theoretical findings on the HeBr2

~B, v05high! dynamics and comparing with ArCl2, one
may postulate a similar IVR mechanism in theDv522 re-
gime of HeBr2. Unfortunately, so far it has not been possib
to resolve experimentally final rotational distributions in t
latter case. Such measurements could shed light on this
pothetical mechanism. At any rate, a deeper theoretical
derstanding could be obtained by means of the identifica
of the most relevant zero-order quasibound states as we
the most important couplings ruling both the excitation a
the fragmentation processes. In this context, the stabiliza
theory of dynamics16 is an excellent framework for quas
bound state analysis, as it allows one to recognize the m
important zero-order states involved in a complex-media
dynamics. Recently, the stabilization theory has undergo
renewed impetus: not only the energies of isolated re
nances can be computed using square-integrable (L2) wave
functions, but also the density of states~and thus, resonanc
widths!17,18 can be obtained, among many oth
observables.19–23 In addition, this method looks very appea
ing since it basically involves performing standard bou
state-like diagonalizations. At this point, it should be me
tioned that complexL2 methods, imposing absorbin
boundary conditions, have been successfully applied
simulate cross section profiles.24 In the context of vdW com-
plexes, stabilization techniques were used in a tw
dimensional model of predissociation25 as well as in VP of
NeICl, within the regime of isolated resonances, where als
complex scaling method is employed.22 As Salzgeberet al.26

pointed out, it would be very interesting to test this meth
in more and more challenging situations, such as multich
nel decay, overlapping of resonances and threshold effe

In this work we present an application of the stabiliz
tion method in a truly non-trivial case, the fragmentation
HeBr2(B, v0545), where all the above-mentioned effec
are present. Within this approach, the photofragmenta
cross section is computed19 and compared with three
dimensional close-coupling calculations.1,27 In this way, not
only resonance positions and widths but also spectral in
sities are obtained. The states causing maximum peaks in
spectrum are identified and studied in terms of their no
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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patterns in stretching and bending vibrational modes. A c
clusion emerging from this analysis is that, in the region n
the Br2 dissociation limit, resonance states only can
nearly labelled by quantum numbers associated to halo
and vdW vibrational modes, as they result from importa
mixings of several zero-order states belonging to differ
v manifolds. In addition to this, and by means of clos
coupling calculations, it is shown that not only th
(v545, n50) state carries oscillator strength in the optic
transition but other~excited! vdW states belonging tov
Þ 45 manifolds do also.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, t
basic equations are presented. Results are reported and
cussed in Section III. Finally, a brief conclusion is given
Section IV.

II. THEORY

A. Photofragmentation of rare gas-halogen
complexes: overview

The basic quantum theory of photofragmentation of ra
gas halogen complexes is outlined here. A more deta
presentation is given in Ref. 27. Within the first order pe
turbation theory for electric dipole transitions, the total cro
section for excitation from a rovibrational bound statei of
the electronic ground stateX of HeBr2 is given by

s i~E!5
4p2v

c (
f

u^C fE~B!um•euC i~X!&u2, ~2.1!

wherev ande are the frequency and polarization vector
the incident photon, respectively,m is the transition dipole
moment of the system for the (X→B) electronic transition,
C i(X) andC fE(B) are bound and dissociative nuclear wa
functions with energiesEi andE5Ei1\v, respectively, and
f specifies the quantum numbers of the Br2(B) fragment.

Both wave functionsC i(X) andC fE(B) are solutions of
Hamiltonians of the form:

He52
\2

2m

]2

]R2 2
\2

2m

]2

]r 2
1

l2

2mR2
1

j2

2mr 2

1VBr2
e ~r !1WHeBr2

e ~r ,R,u!, ~2.2!

where Jacobi coordinates are used:r is the vector joining the
two Br nuclei,R is the vector going from the center of ma
of Br2 to the helium nucleus, andu is the angle betweenr
and R. The reduced masses of Br2 and HeBr2 are m and
m, while l and j are angular momenta associated with t
vectorsR and r , respectively.VBr2

e andWHeBr2
e are intramo-

lecular and vdW intermolecular interaction potentials for t
ground (e5X) and excited (e5B) electronic states. Initial
and final wave functions are expanded as follows
o. 8, 22 February 1997
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 This a
C
i

J8M8pi8pj8~R,r ;X!

5 (
v8k8 j 8V8

av8k8 j 8V8
i wk8~R!xv8

X
~r !Q

j 8V8

J8M8pi8pj8~ r̂ ,R̂!,

~2.3!

C fE
JMpipj~R,r ;B!5(

v jV
fv jV
fE ~R!xv

B~r !Q jV
JMpipj~ r̂ ,R̂!, ~2.4!

where x ’s are eigenfunctions of the effective Hamiltonia
2(\2/2m)(]2/]r 2)1VBr2

e (r ). On the other hand,$Q jV
JMpipj%

is a free rotor basis set,1,27 whereJ is the total angular mo-
mentum,M andV its projections onto the space and bo
fixed z axes, respectively,pi is the parity under nuclear co
ordinates inversion, andpj is the parity under bromine nucle
exchange (pj511 or 21 when the quantum numberj is
even or odd, respectively!. In Eq. ~2.3!, $wk8(R)% are square-
integrable functions belonging to an orthonormal basis se
Eq. ~2.4!, f ’s are energy-normalized continuum wave fun
tions.

In rare gas-halogen systems, it is usually assumed
the transition dipole momentm @Eq. ~2.1!# lies along the
halogen axis and, besides, its magnitude is independen
the internuclear distancer . Thus, the total cross section fo

an allowed transitionJ8
p
j8

pi8(X)→Jpj
pi (B) can be written as27,28

s i~E!}(
f
U(
v jV

(
v8 j 8V8

^fv jV
fE ufv8 j 8V8

i &F~v8,v !G
~J8 j 8V8!

~J jV! U2,
~2.5!

where

F~v8,v !5^xv
Buxv8

X & ~2.6!

are halogen Franck–Condon~FC! factors and

fv8 j 8V8
i

~R!5(
k8

av8k8 j 8V8
i wk8~R!, ~2.7!

G
~J8 j 8V8!

~J jV!
5gjgj 8NV8VS j 1 j 8

0 0 0D
3(

t
S j 1 j 8

2V t V8
D S J 1 J8

2V t V8
D , ~2.8!

gj5~2 j11!1/2, ~2.9!

NV8V5~11udV802dV0u!1/2. ~2.10!

In addition, selection rules for the transition arepi8 Þ pi , pj8
Þ pj , andDJ50,61 ~0→ 0 forbidden!.

B. The close-coupling method

In the widely used close-coupling method, the expans
given in Eq.~2.4! is introduced into the Schro¨dinger equation
for HB @Eq. ~2.2!# and, after projection onto the basis fun
tions for interhalogen and angular degrees of freedom
close coupled system for the set of unknown functio
fv jV
fE (R) is obtained.27 Such close-coupled equations a
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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solved by means of a suitable propagation method,29 and
applying standard boundary conditions for outgoing wave27

The quadrature involved in Eq.~2.1! is carried out by accu-
mulation at the same time that the propagation
performed,30 so the continuum wave functionsfv jV

fE (R) are
not explicitly obtained.

C. The stabilization method

The stabilization method usesL2 ~or ‘‘bound state’’
type! representations of continuum wave functions whic
despite their approximative nature, provide an useful a
quite accurate picture of quasibound states involved in s
tering resonances. Within this framework, the continuu
wave function for theB state @Eq. ~2.4!# is written as an
expansion of square-integrable basis functions, similar to
expansion used for the boundX-state calculation@Eq. ~2.3!#
~electronic state labels are dropped for simplicity!:

Fm
JMpipj~R,r ;a!

5 (
vk jV

bvk jV
m ~a!wk~R;a!xv~r !Q jV

JMpipj~ r̂ ,R̂!, ~2.11!

wherewk(R;a) functions above constitute an orthonorm
basis set (̂wkuwk8&5dkk8). In the present calculations the
are discrete variable representation~DVR! functions ob-
tained from diagonalization of theR-coordinate operator in a
primitive harmonic oscillator~HO! basis set with frequency
parameter

v5Aav0 , ~2.12!

wherev0 is a reference frequency anda is a dimensionless
scale factor. By decreasinga, for instance, the DVR basis se
expands a larger region in theR-coordinate space~since a
smallerv in the HO basis gives more spreaded DVR eige
values!. For a given value ofa, a set of discretized con
tinuum wave functionsFm(a) and the associated eigenva
ues Em(a) are obtained from diagonalization of th
Hamiltonian matrix. These functions are bound state-li
i.e., they are orthonormal in the ‘‘Kronecker sense’’ a
have units of@Length#21/2.

The discrete, stick form of the total photofragmentati
cross section is

s i~E;a!}(
m

u^Fm~a!um•euC i~X!&u2d@Em~a!2E#.

~2.13!

Using a sufficiently smalla value, a large density of state
can be obtained. In such a case, Eq.~2.13! would provide a
rather smooth function ofE analogous to the accurate tot
cross section@Eq. ~2.5!#. This procedure is, however, imprac
tical since a very smalla value involves working with ex-
tremely large Hamiltonian matrices. As Mandelshtamet al.
have proposed,17,19 it is better to work on a range of large
values ofa and average. In this way, a mean cross sectio
defined as
o. 8, 22 February 1997
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 This a
^s i~E!&'~Da!21E
a0

a01Da

das i~E;a!, ~2.14!

where a range ofa values varying froma0 to a01Da is
considered. Inserting Eq.~2.13! into Eq. ~2.14! and after a
few operations,17 the average cross section is written as

^s i~E!&'~Da!21(
m

U dEmda U
a
m*

21

u^Fm~am* !um•euC i~X!&u2,

~2.15!

wheream* is defined such thatEm(am* )5E; in other words,
am* is the value where theEm(a) curve intersects the straigh
line E. Only am* points belonging to the interval@a0,a0
1Da# are included in Eq.~2.15!.

Stabilization calculations are easy to perform beca
they involve successively solving bound state-type proble
for different values of a non-linear parametera. They pro-
vide the so-called stabilization diagram, in which the eige
valuesEm are plotted as functions ofa ~or vice versa!. Qua-
sibound states can be distinguished by their stable beha
i.e., very small derivativedEm /da and, if the overlap in-
volved in Eq.~2.15! not too small, they cause a ‘‘bump’’ in
the photofragmentation cross section. Then, such resona
can be studied by inspection of nodal patterns of the co
sponding wave functions. This analysis contributes to
understanding of the underlying dynamics in the fragmen
tion process. More details on the application of this meth
are given in the next section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Calculations have been conducted for the allowed tr

sition in HeBr2:~X, v0850, n850, J8
p
j8

pi8512
2)→(B, v0

545, n50, Jpj
pi501

1), already studied in a previous work1

v0(v08) andn(n8) label approximate quantum numbers as
ciated with the bromine stretch and vdW modes, resp
tively, of theB(X) electronic state. In the expansion of E
~2.4!, the size of the vibrational basis has been reduced, w
respect to previous calculations,1 to five vibrational channels
(v542,43,44,45,46). Using this smaller basis only leads
small quantitative differences in resonance positions
widths. Parameters of the interaction potentials and furt
computational details are given elsewhere.1

In the discussion of results, the following set of ze
order diabatic states are considered

Cvn
0 5xvcvn ,

~3.1!
CvE

0 5xvcvE .

Cvn
0 andCvE

0 are discrete and continuum eigenstates, resp
tively, of the projected HamiltonianHv5PvHPv , where
Pv5uxv&^xvu. The labeln indicates the excitation in the
vdW modes. Several perturbation approaches based on
zero order states have been successfully applied in this
text to study direct dissociation~Fermi’s Golden rule32! as
well as in situations where an IVR mechanism mediates
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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the fragmentation12,15,10!. The adequacy of this zero orde
picture in the present case is tested at the end of this sec

A. Coherence effects in the excitation process

In photofragmentation of rare-gas halogen complexe
is usually assumed that the initial state (X, v0850, n850)
mainly couples radiatively with (B, v0 , n50) states of the
differentv0 manifolds.

32,15Such an assumption is supporte
by: a! no Fano-type resonances33 have been observed,31 so
oscillator strength carried by zero order continuum sta
must be negligible, and b! transitions to states vibrationall
excited in the vdW modes (n.0) are usually 1–2 orders o
magnitude smaller than transitions to the ground vd
state.31 It is possible that this simplification no longer hold
in the case of the HeBr2 photofragmentation. Indeed, Jand
and co-workers5 reported on an excitation band, blue-shifte
to the mainv058 band, which was assigned to a progress
in excited vdW modes. In a previous theoretical work,1 how-
ever, we could not reproduce the relatively high intensity
such a band, concluding that more sophisticatedX and B
interaction potentials should be used in order to achiev
better agreement with experiment in this particular aspec

Although here we continue to use the same interact
potentials,1 it is worth testing the assumption of the groun
vdW state being the only optically active state in a ve
different situation as it is found for very high initial excita
tions v0. In this case, the zero order ‘‘bright’’ stat
(v0 , n50) faces discrete vdW-excited states belonging
the v021 manifold, the latter states being ‘‘candidates’’ fo
doorway states in an IVR mechanism. It should be no
that, for v0.31, FC factorF(0, v021) is larger~in abso-
lute value! than F(0, v0) Ref. 34 ~for example,
uF(0,44)u'1.06uF(0,45)u). So, although there were sma
overlaps between the vdW parts of the (X, v0) state and the
(v021) components of theB state@see first factor in Eq.
~2.5!#, this feature would show up in the total cross sectio

Two types of ‘‘artificial’’ close-coupling calculations ar
presented in this section, together with the accurate one~al-
ready described in Sec. II B!. In the first artificial calculation,
it is assumed that FC factors involved in Eq.~2.6! are

F~0,v !5^xv
Bux0

X&dv,v0, ~3.2!

with v0545. If the difference between the accurate resu
and the present approximation is negligible, it would me
that the excitation process is just dominated by the optic
active state (v0545, n50). Complementarily, in the sec
ond ‘‘artificial’’ calculation it is assumed that

F~0,v !5^xv
Bux0

X&~12dv,v0!. ~3.3!

This second scheme tests the possibility of direct opt
transition to either discrete or continuum states ofv Þ 45
manifolds.

In Fig. 1, total cross section is compared with the art
cial calculations previously described. As can be seen, th
is a noticeable difference between the full calculation and
approximate one where only states belonging to thev545
manifold carry oscillator strength. Whereas positions of
o. 8, 22 February 1997
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resonances are almost unchanged, the ratio between
maxima are not well described within the approximation u
der consideration. By looking at the results of the seco
artificial calculation, it is noticed that states belonging tov
Þ 45 manifolds do carry oscillator strength. In other word
the continuum wave functions@Eq. ~2.4!# have components
fvÞ45
fE (R) with non-negligible amplitudes in the interactio

region and thus, with a non-zero overlap with the grou
state wave function@see Eq.~2.5!#. Moreover, the second
artificial calculation gives a structured, resonant-like li
shape, exhibiting two peaks whose positions and widths
roughly comparable to those of the ‘‘exact’’ calculation. Th
fact suggests that absorbing states are ‘‘quasibound’’ a
most probably, they correspond to thev544 manifold. The
larger intensity of the peak located atE'214.22 cm21 in-
dicates that the corresponding resonance state has l
components on such quasibound states. On the other ha
is clear from Fig. 1 that addition of #1 and #2 cross sectio
does not yield the full one. In other words, there is an i
portant~constructive! interference effect between excitatio
paths leading to states belonging to eitherv545 or v Þ 45
manifolds. In short, it has been shown here that to cons
the (v0 , n50) state as the only optically active one is
poor description for the case of very highv0 excitations in
HeBr2.

B. Stabilization line shapes

Stabilization calculations for obtaining thev0545 line
shape were conducted using the same rovibrational chan
as in the close-coupling calculations, i.e., 12 rotational an
vibrational basis functions. For the vdW stretching mo
R, 30 DVR functions were included, where the harmon
oscillator reference frequency was chosen to be that co
sponding to the harmonic approximation of the interact
potential at the T-shape configuration, i.e.,\v0522.45

FIG. 1. Solid line: total cross section~in arbitrary units! as a function of
energy ~in cm21) for the v0545 level ~‘‘full’’ calculation !. Dashed line
~#1!: Same for the artificial Franck–Condon factors scheme of Eq.~3.2!.
Dotted line~#2!: Same for the artificial Franck–Condon factors scheme
Eq. ~3.3!. Energy is referred to the Br2(B, v545) level.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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cm21. The scaling parametera was varied from 0.0800 to
0.9710 in steps of 0.0045. The B state Hamiltonian mat
was successively diagonalized for thea-dependent basis set
The resulting stabilization diagram16 ~plot of a versus eigen-
values! is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, it can be notice
that in the middle of a ‘‘bath’’ of unstable curves there ar
two stability regions around -14.22 and -12.81 cm21. Thus,
this diagram shows that there are two quasibound states
the region explored. AsudEm /dau21 terms have quite large
values around the energies above indicated, two bumps
the total cross section are expected provided that the co
sponding overlaps in Eq.~2.15! are not too small.

The calculation of the matrix elements involved in Eq
~2.15! has been simplified here. Instead of computing theX
ground state and includingm•e in the quadrature, the overlap
between the zero order state (v545, n50) and the stabili-
zation wave functions,u^Fm

B(am* )uCv545, n50
0 &u2, is com-

puted. This calculation can be directly compared with th
above-reported artificial close-coupling calculation where t
only non-zero FC factor isF(0,45) @Eq. ~3.2!#. In fact, it has
been checked that close-coupling calculations performed!
using the approximation given by Eq.~3.2!, and b! taking
into account the simplifications mentioned above, give ide
tical results after scaling by a global factor.

In Fig. 3, the stabilization line shape is compared wi
the corresponding scaled close-coupling one. It can be s
that the stabilization method reproduces fairly well the acc
rate calculations. Positions and widths of the resonances
tracted from either calculation are almost identical, and t
ratio between maxima of the two peaks is well describe
The two calculations only differ in the intermediate region
This is due to the fact that a larger range in the scali
parametera should be used. This was not done because
much larger basis set would be needed to achieve full co
vergence.

The previous result indicates that stabilization calcul
tions give a good simulation of photofragmentation cro

f

FIG. 2. Stabilization diagram for thev0545 level: stabilization parameter
a versus discrete eigenvalues~in cm21) of theB state Hamiltonian referred
to the Br2(B, v545) energy level.
o. 8, 22 February 1997
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sections, although so far it is not a competitive method
comparison with the more efficient close-coupling approa
However, within the close-coupling method it is a difficu
task to obtain quasibound wave functions involved in t
predissociation dynamics. Stabilization calculations, in tu
allow one to examine quasibound wave functions, which
the subject of the next paragraph.

C. Resonance analysis from stabilization calculations

In order to facilitate the discussion below, we will refe
to the resonances located around -14.22 and -12.81 c21

~see Fig. 3! as L ~left! and R~right! resonances, respectively
Several magnitudes have been obtained from the stabi
tion wave functions obtained at a given value ofa. First, the
density function for the interhalogen stretch~indexesJ, M ,
V, pi and pj are dropped since they have fixed valu
throughout!,

dm~r ;a!5E uFm~a!u2 sin ududR

5(
jk

u(
v

bvk j
m ~a!xv~r !u2. ~3.4!

The density function for the vdW degrees of freedom,R and
u, is also extracted:

rm~R,u;a!5sin uE uFm~a!u2dr

5(
v

rm
v ~R,u;a!, ~3.5!

whererm
v is thev component of such a density function:

rm
v ~R,u;a!5U(

k, j
bvk j
m ~a!wk~R;a!Q j~u!U2 sin u. ~3.6!

Moreover, weights of a given halogen vibrational state
computed:

FIG. 3. Stabilization cross section~dashed line! versus energy, compared
with the close-coupling calculation~solid line! for thev0545 level. See text
for more details.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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v8~a!5(

k j
ubv8k j

m
~a!u25E rm

v8~R,u;a!dudR. ~3.7!

In addition, a zero order basis set, analogous to t
given in Eq.~3.2!, is considered

Fvn
0 ~a!5xvfvn~a!, ~3.8!

where the only difference with respect to the basis of E
~3.1! is that, here, all wave functions are square-integra
since they are obtained from diagonalization of the Hamil
niansHv defined above. Then, some zero order states re
sent discretized continua and thus they explicitly depend
the stabilization parameter. In order to assign the stabil
tion quasibound states to quantum numbers within t
framework, overlaps with zero-order states are obtained:

wm
vn~a!5u^Fvn

0 ~a!uFm~a!&u2, ~3.9!

satisfying(nwm
vn5wm

v .
Before presenting the results corresponding to

v0545 level, it is worth describing what happens at the si
pler v0525 case, which is in theDv521 regime and where
effective couplings are weaker. Perturbation approac
based on zero order states defined above become highl
curate and, in this way, dissociation can be viewed a
simple mechanism where theCv525,n50

0 state couples di-
rectly to the continua of thev524 manifold. In fact, the
zero-order resonance position,E05213.29 cm21, is close to
the exact valueE5213.32 cm21, and the Fermi’s Golden
Rule rate,1 G050.189 cm21, compares satisfactorily with the
close-coupling result,G50.191 cm21. Also, stabilization
calculations performed in this case yield resonance
shapes in perfect agreement with the close-coupling one
the corresponding stabilization diagram, an almost stra
line at the resonance position is found crossed by mult
curves corresponding to very unstable continua. As expec
wave functions corresponding to the stable resonance c
are very similar, and almost independent of the stabilizat
parameter, to the zero-order state (v525, n50). In these
stable regions, weights of vibrational statesv Þ 25 are almost
negligible, and only when a crossing with an unstable cu
occurs, largerv Þ 25 components are found as there is a m
ing between the quasibound state and continuum st
~which have their largest components onv524).

A more complex situation is expected forv0545 since
the Dv521 channel is closed and effective couplings a
much stronger. In Table I, the set of bound zero-order en
gies, referred to the Br2(v545) level, are shown. Note tha

TABLE I. Energies~in cm21) of the bound zero order statesFvn
0 referred

to the Br2(B, v545) level. Only states corresponding to thepj511 parity
block are displayed here.

n v542 v543 v544 v545 v546

0 251.8722 236.1084 222.2174 -10.1586 0.2802
1 245.9421 230.4457 216.8649 25.1861 4.8156
2 244.3510 228.8775 215.3148 23.6563 6.3322
3 241.8212 226.4051 212.9008 21.3020 8.6263
o. 8, 22 February 1997
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TABLE II. Weights of the differentv components for some stabilization states corresponding to the L resonance~atE5214.2158 cm21). See text for details
on the selection criteria. For eacha l value, the eigenvalueEm and its ordinal numberm are listed. For eachv, the leading zero order vdW levels,n* , as well

as their corresponding weights,vm
vn* , are presented.~Except for thev546 case, where these weights are already very small.!

l a l m Em (cm21) vm
v542 n* vm

v542n* vm
v543 n* vm

v543n* vm
v544 n* vm

v544n* vm
v545 n* vm

v545n* vm
v546

1 0.4715 67 214.2845 0.0332 43 0.0167 0.1406 19 0.0368 0.7169 3 0.5418 0.1076 0 0.0893 0
2 0.6065 64 214.2158 0.3333 40 0.2716 0.1557 19 0.0564 0.3819 3 0.2872 0.1272 0 0.1069 0
3 0.6605 63 214.1968 0.0333 42 0.0130 0.3311 18 0.1336 0.5265 3 0.3813 0.1075 0 0.0910 0
4 0.7145 62 214.2400 0.0708 39 0.0370 0.2801 18 0.2081 0.4661 3 0.3738 0.1804 0 0.1506 0
5 0.7505 61 214.1931 0.0772 39 0.0442 0.1862 18 0.0804 0.5176 3 0.4088 0.2159 0 0.1825 0
6 0.7955 60 214.1480 0.2423 38 0.2172 0.1278 16 0.0424 0.5227 3 0.4149 0.1056 0 0.0896 0
.
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only states of thej5evenparity block are displayed here
Apart from discrete-continuum or more complex intera
tions, one would expect the (v545, n50) zero-order level
to couple with the bound states of thev544 manifold. The
zero-order resonance position is thus given by the energ
the (v545, n50) state,E05210.157 cm21. Notice how
far this estimation is from the accurate L and R resona
positions ~214.22 and212.81 cm21, respectively!. More-
over, it should be stressed that, within this approximati
theDv521 channel would be open (v544 threshold is at
E5211.65 cm21). It is foreseen that, in this regime, such
zero order scheme hardly gives a reliable picture of the
tramolecular dynamics, but rather it must result from a co
plex configuration-interaction effect.

Weights and density functions were obtained for seve
selected values ofa, denoted asa l ( l51,2, . . . ).They were
chosen following two criteria: a! one of the corresponding
eigenvalues is very close to one of the resonance ener
Em(a l)'EL or ER , and b! Em(a) is a fairly smooth and
stable function arounda l . The corresponding wave func
tions represent the L and R quasibound states involved in
process. Weights of differentv states are presented in Tabl
II and III, for resonances L and R, respectively. Also, t
leading zero-order components,n* , ~those having the larges

weight, wm
vn* , at eachv) as well as the correspondin

weights are reported in those Tables. As can be seen, r
nance L is dominated by the (v544, n53) state, whereas
resonance R has its largest weight on (v545, n50). Note,

however, that in generalwm
vn*,,wm

v , i.e., other compo-
nents (v,n) different to the leading one (v,n* ) are important
at eachv. In addition, note thatv542,43 continuum state
have very important weights. It is a bit surprising that, f
somea values apparently rather far from a crossing regi
such weights are so large~compare with thev0525 case
discussed above!. Nevertheless, whereas (v545, n50) and
(v544, n53) states contribute to the resonances all alo
the stabilization diagram,n* for v,44 varies witha ~it has
been checked that differentn labels do involve distinct noda
structures in the corresponding zero-order states!. Thus, al-
though continuumv542,43 components are always very im
portant, they appear as more ‘‘spurious’’ than the discr
v544,45 ones. Therefore, and in spite of many other n
negligible contributions, it can be recognized that t
(v544, n53) and (45,0) zero order discrete states nea
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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describe the stable portion of these resonances. Actual
different zero order separation of the Hamiltonian should
considered in order to represent the interaction levels
terms of simple ‘‘bright’’ and ‘‘dark’’ states as require
within the frame of sparse IVR models.12–15 On the other
hand, the usual parametrization on the vibration of the
atomic partner leads to the use of the present zero o
separation. In this context one may identify the L and
resonances mainly to correspond to (v544, n53) and
(45,0) zero order states, respectively. Note that this ass
ment is in accord with the strategy adopted in the previo
work,1 i.e., to consider the highest peak found in the cor
sponding line shape calculations as representative of thev0
level under study. However, such an agreement can
merely casual. Because of the presence of the two fac
determining the behavior of the cross-section, Eq.~2.15!, it
would be possible that the maximum peak be due to a
ferent zero order state contributing with very high deriv
tives. In this sense, quasibound state analysis through s
lization calculations provides a way to accurately ass
v0-dependent magnitudes as energy shifts and widths.

Some of these findings are better displayed in a picto
way. Density functions and weightswm

vn are reported for two
values ofa corresponding tol51 andl52 of Tables II and
III, respectively. In Figs. 4 and 5, and for resonances L a
R, respectively, are presented: a! interhalogen density func
tions ~solid lines!; b! v545 component of the vdW densit
functions; c! the same forv544; and d! weights of the dif-
ferent zero-order configurations, (v,n). Figs 4~a! and 5~a!
illustrate that the bromine vibration, within the complex,
no longer well defined. For the sake of comparison, den
functions for the isolated bromine at vibrational stat
v544 andv545 ~dashed lines! are depicted in Figs. 4~a!
and 5~a!, respectively. For both resonances, it can be s
that the highest probability density is reached at very la
interhalogen distances. The short range part of the den
functions exhibit a better-defined nodal structure. This is d
to the strong similarity that highly excited wave function
have there. On the contrary, at long distances pure vib
tional functions do differ and the result of the addition giv
by Eq. ~3.4! is a less structured and very broad probabil
density. In Figs. 4~b! and 5~b! it is shown that bothv545
components of L and R resonance states look like gro
vdW states. Figs. 4~c! and 5~c! display nodal patterns of the
o. 8, 22 February 1997
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TABLE III. Same as in Table II, for the R resonance atE5212.8104 cm21.

l a l m Em (cm21) vm
v542 n* vm

v542n* vm
v543 n* vm

v543n* vm
v544 n* vm

v544n* vm
v545 n* vm

v545n* vm
v546

1 0.4040 73 212.9171 0.0826 45 0.0399 0.2964 24 0.0897 0.3022 3 0.0855 0.3755 0 0.3406 0
2 0.4265 73 212.8181 0.0808 44 0.0401 0.3100 22 0.1431 0.2782 3 0.1100 0.3245 0 0.2954 0
3 0.5525 70 212.9309 0.0367 42 0.0167 0.3310 22 0.1167 0.1660 3 0.1004 0.4583 0 0.4146 0
4 0.7145 67 212.7775 0.1159 41 0.0883 0.2718 20 0.1577 0.2941 3 0.1752 0.3120 0 0.2849 0
5 0.7325 67 212.7363 0.1630 41 0.1378 0.2244 20 0.0944 0.2901 3 0.1722 0.3162 0 0.2895 0
6 0.7955 66 212.7483 0.1636 41 0.0995 0.2391 20 0.1284 0.3022 3 0.1614 0.1636 0 0.2665 0
e
ab

-

In

om
hat
v544 components. They roughly correspond to bending
cited vdW states, although stretch excitations are notice
near the perpendicular configuration (u'p/2). It is also ob-
served that, whereasv545 density functions of L and R
resonances are quite similar, thev544 ones present a differ
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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x-
le
ent nodal structure around the equilibrium configuration.
Figs. 4~d! and 5~d!, componentswvn of L and R resonances
on the zero order configurations are depicted. Apart fr
v542,43 continuum state contributions, it is seen again t
the dominant zero-order states are (v545, n50) and
n

FIG. 4. For thel51 stabilization calculation of Table II~L resonance!: ~a!
Interhalogen probability density@Eq. ~3.4!# as function ofr ~in Å! ~solid
line!; density function for isolated bromine atv544 is depicted for com-
parison~dashed line!. ~b! v545 component of the vdW density functio
@Eq. ~3.6!# as function ofx5R cosu and y5R sinu ~in Å!; contours are
taken at 0.01,0.02,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6 and 0.8 values.~c! Same as in~b! for
thev 5 44 component.~d! Weights@Eq. ~3.9!#, as function ofn, of the zero
order states (v545, n), (v21, n), (v22, n) and (v23, n) on the reso-
nance under study.
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, for thel52 stabilization calculation of Table III~R
resonance!.
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(v544, n53) but, nevertheless, there are other zero or
states (v544, n) contributing to resonances. This effect
stronger in the case of the R resonance, where st
(v544, n52) and (v544, n56) bring non-negligible
weights@note that (v544, n56) is a continuum state#. The
latter contributions are the origin of the differences in no
structures ofv544 L and R density functions. Finally, in
Fig. 6, zero-order (v545, n50) ~6a! and (v544, n53)
~6b! vdW density functions are shown. Zero order sta
(v545, n50) and thev545 components of both reso
nances@Figs. 4~b! and 5~b!# are fairly similar, although the
latter are much more localized as a result of an overall c
figuration interaction effect. On the other hand, t
(v544, n53) zero order state exhibits a strong similar
with the v544 component of the L resonance@compare
Figs. 4~c! and 6~b!#, but not with the same component of th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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R resonance, as expected in view of histograms of Figs.~d!
and 5~d!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The fragmentation dynamics of HeBr2(B, v0545) has
been studied by means of stabilization as well as clo
coupling methods. Stabilization total cross sections ag
with the close coupling ones, although the former is stil
less efficient method. Stabilization calculations, howev
allow a closer inspection of the underlying dynamics. F
thermore, the stabilization formula for the total cross sect
@Eq. ~2.15!, see also Ref. 19# would be useful to study frag
mentation processes where more than one bond can be
o. 8, 22 February 1997
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ken ~for instance two rare gases-halogen systems35–37! since
in such situations simple close-coupling expansions bec
impractical.

It is found that HeBr2 at highv0 excitations is a strongly
coupled system, where it is difficult to assign resonance
simple quantum numbers either in stretch (r andR) or bend-
ing modes. In an approximate way, intramolecular dynam
in HeBr2(B, v0545) proceeds via coupling of the (v545,
ground! zero-order state, which carries the largest oscilla
strength, with the (v544, n53) state corresponding to
vdW bending excitation. There are, however, non-negligi
couplings with bound and continuum states ofv544 and
otherv manifolds. Moreover, doorway states do not app
to be as ‘‘dark’’ as could be supposed. By performing so
artificial calculations within the close-coupling approach,
has been shown that in the excitation process a coherent
is prepared@although (v545, ground! still carries the larges
component# and thus interference effects in the excitati
spectra are significant. Relatively simple IVR models wh
have been successfully used in related systems~such as, e.g.
ArCl2 Refs. 12,13,15! might be applied only by starting with
a zero-order separation of the Hamiltonian different from
~standard! used here.

One of the main characteristics of rare gas-halogen c
plexes is that the weak vdW interaction does not pert
significantly the halogen vibrational motion or, in oth
words, the halogen vibration is usually a fairly good qua
tum number. We conclude in this work that this is not a
longer the situation for the HeBr2(B, v05high! dynamics.
As Br2 and He–Br2 vibrational frequencies become close

FIG. 6. Contour plots of the (v545, n50) ~a! and (v544, n53) ~b!
zero- order vdW density functions. Eigenvalues of the corresponding s
are indicated in Table I. (x5R cosu andy5R sinu are given in Å). Con-
tour values are those indicated in Fig. 4~b!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106, N
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the halogen subunit does not retain its identity. The comp
could be seen as a very ‘‘loose’’ molecule where avera
internuclear distances are quite large. To obtain more ins
into the intramolecular dynamics of HeBr2(v05high!, some
other perturbation schemes taking into account the latter
guments should be devised.
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